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Anyone who finds the world of corporate finance a bit dry 
should spend some time reading Apple’s financial reports from 
the past year. In an era of economic uncertainty, with consum-
ers keeping a tight grip on their pocketbooks, Apple and its 
lineup of computers, phones, and other electronic gadgets just 
wrapped up another banner year.
 Before the calendar flips to a new year, it’s worth going back 
to look at Apple’s financial highlights from 2011 and contem-
plating whether recently appointed CEO Tim Cook can keep the 
momentum going into 2012.

Complete this article at:
http://www.macworld.com/article/164575/2011/12/2011_in
_review_apples_financial_performance.html

2011 in review: Apple’s financial performance
Dec 30, 2011 by Philip Michaels, Macworld.com   

The Gartner research group (http://www.gartner.com) has 
revealed its top predictions for IT organizations and users for 
2012 and beyond. Among the predictions:
•  By 2013, iPad penetration among pharmaceutical sales reps  
 will reach 85%, then shift to applications that improve delivery and  
 interaction tracking.
•  By 2016, the iPad will gain less than 50% of the K-12 market  
 as CIOs favor devices that are deployed more readily.
•  By 2016, most consumers in mature markets will consider  
 in-vehicle Web access a key criterion in their automobile  
 purchase.
•  By 2015, new, external social Web and cloud-based services  
 will generate 25% of consumer-driven banking products and  
 services.
•  By 2016, more than 5% of searches will be integrated using  
 mobile devices’ video/audio sensors instead of typed or spoken  
 phrases.

Jan. 5, 2012, MacNews

Gartner: Pharmaceutical Reps To Go For The IPad
iPads for Soldiers is the charitable fund-raising operation of 
The C.H.R.I.S.  Foundation, collecting donations to purchase iPads 
for US soldiers serving in Afghanistan.
 In 2010, founder Winnie Pritchett, whose son Wes was serving 
in Afghanistan, realized the needs of troops risking their lives far 
away from their homes and loved ones. Recognizing that those 
serving in the more remote regions have no TV or cell phone, 
and no way to carry heavy books or computers in their 110-lb 
rucksacks, she decided to do something about it.
 To fill the need and to send a message of gratitude, iPads for 
soldiers started with their first fundraiser “Operation Holiday Cheer”, 
collecting over $50,000 in donations to purchase iPads for the 
troops.  Since that initial drive, iPads for Soldiers has expanded to 
visiting wounded warriors at Walter Reed, opening up a whole new 
realm of reality and needs - and awakening a greater desire to do 
even more for these brave Americans who have given so much.
 Thanks to your donations, soldiers overseas and those in re-
covery in our nation’s hospitals, now are able to access the Inter-
net, stay in touch with loved ones at home, download eBooks 
and learn new skills.
 As our organization and scope of mission has grown, so have the 
requests. We thank all those who have given so generously to our 
cause enabling us to provide over 560 iPads to deserving heroes.

Information taken from website: www.ipadsforsoldiers.org.

iPads for Soldiers
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There are better options for redeploying old hardware than eBay 
and Craigslist

Jan 3, 2012 by Adam Berenstain, Macworld.com 

The holidays are over, and the memories of folks reuniting 
with friends and family, eating good food, and most likely open-
ing a present or two, will linger. It’s a safe bet many of those gifts 
were designed in Cupertino.
 That’s in addition to all the new e-readers, digital cameras, 
and other electronic devices unwrapped this season, and that 
means many people probably received upgrades to gear they 
already had. If you’re one of them, you’ve not only got a shiny 
new gadget to play with, you’ve got to decide what to do with 
your old device. You could always sell it on eBay or Craigslist, but 
there are other options that can do even more good in your com-
munity.
 The article gives specifics about four options for continuing 
the life of your old Mac. They are:
 1. Pass it on
 2. Reuse and repurpose
 3. Make a donation 
 4. Recycle it

Read the complete article at:
www.macworld.com/article/164588/2012/01/how_to_get_rid_
of_old_hardware_responsibly.html

How to get rid of old 
hardware responsibly

We’re living in an exciting time in technology: From consumer 
products such as phones and tablets to the way your home 
computer accesses the Internet, everything is changing, and 
mostly for the better. We predict that next year the following 10 
developments will change the way you interact with the digital 
world.

We’re living in an exciting time in technology: From con-
sumer products such as phones and tablets to the way your 
home computer accesses the Internet, everything is changing, 
and mostly for the better. We predict that next year the follow-

Tech trends you’ll see in 2012
Dec 29, 2011 ,by Megan Geuss, PCWorld

1.  Dual-core processors become the norm in smartphones
2.  Optical-disc drives disappear from new laptops
3.  Data-only and reduced-voice cell phone plans proliferate
4.  Facebook accounts become necessary to do more stuff on  
 the Web
5.  NFC facilitates mobile payments, peer-to-peer networking
6.  Processing enters the cloud
7.  HTML 5 takes the stage
8.  IPv6 starts rolling out
9.  Consumers borrow more books, movies, and music
10.  Fewer (but better) tablets arrive

 In 2012, you’ll almost certainly see some tablet makers drop-
ping out of the game, but the ones that stick around will fi-
nally start to understand what tablet consumers want: not a big 
phone, but a media consumption and creation device that can 
stand up to heavy use.
 New tablets will use the Android Ice Cream Sandwich OS, the 
tablet-optimized Windows 8, or the new RIM PlayBook 2.0 oper-
ating system. Perhaps 2011 was the warm-up, and 2012 will see 
real competitors to the iPad.

Read the complete article at:
www.pcworld.com/article/246491/tech_trends_youll_see_
in_2012.html

Vaporware Gazette gets Greener
Jan. 2, 2012 by Frank Smith, Newsletter Editor

Starting with this month’s Vaporware Gazette we are 
experimenting to see if we can reduce printing costs and as 
a result use less ink and paper. Most articles will only include 
a summary or the lead paragraph along with the internet ad-
dress so that you can read the full article later at home or while 
you should be working. Some articles, because of their nature, 
will be published in their entirity. The article, How to invoke and 
interpret the Apple hardware tests on page three is an example 
in this month’s Gazette. If you need to run 
this test you probably can’t get on the in-
ternet to read it! This is an experiment so 
let us know what you think about it!!!
 Send comments on the change to: 
smittysprintshop@mac.com and let us 
know how you like it.
 
 You will find links to each gazette at:
http://homepage.mac.com/tidewa-
termug/agendas.htm



Use these commands in the Finder to 
manipulate more than just graphics and text
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Five unexpected uses for Copy and Paste
Nov 5, 2011 by Sharon Zardetto, Macworld.com   

Sure, you copy (Command-C) and paste (Command-V) 
all the time. But did you know you can copy and paste a whole 
lot more than just text and graphics? When you start in the 
Finder, you can use the Copy command to lift all sorts of infor-
mation from a selected Finder item: the item’s name; its icon; 
its content; and, in effect, the entire file. What you get out of 
the operation depends on where you choose to paste. Here are 
some of my favorite tricks.
1. Quickly copy a file or folder’s name
2. Copy an icon from one file to another
3. Turn a file’s contents into a Preview document
4. Paste a copy of a file wherever you need it
5. Move a file with the hidden “Cut and Paste”

Read The complete descriptions at:
http://www.macworld.com/article/143923/2011/11/copypaste.html

Reader Kevin Riley has a splitting dilemma. 
He writes: I have a 1TB FireWire hard drive that is about a quar-
ter full. I’d like to partition the drive but don’t want to have to 
back up all my data to another drive, partition this drive, and 
then move my data back. Is there a way to safely partition it 
with my data still on it?
 Yes. You can do this with Disk Utility. 

Partition your hard drive with data still on it
Jan 5, 2012  by Christopher Breen, Macworld.com   

Find out how at:
www.macworld.com/article/164643/2012/01/live_partition.html

You may have forgotten about Photo Booth, but 
Apple sure hasn’t. In Lion, Apple updated its software for quickly 
capturing photos from your Mac’s built in camera, adding full-
screen mode and new visual effects that leverage face-detec-
tion features. But while Photo Booth’s feature set is still pretty 
simple, there are a few power user tricks to the software that 
may help you get more out of it.
 First of all, there’s the flash. When you snap a photo with Photo 
Booth, the software briefly makes your Mac’s display go bright 
white, to simulate camera lighting. But there’s a new option in 
Lion to disable that flash permanently: Go to the Camera menu, 
and deselect Enable Screen Flash.
 Even before Lion, you could disable that flash on a photo-
by-photo basis, and that trick still works: Simply hold down the 
Shift key as you snap your photo. If your room is well-lit, dis-
abling that screen flash may help you prevent that blueish tint 
from characterizing your photos.
 Normally, Photo Booth employs a three-second countdown 
before it takes your picture. Hold down the Option key when 
you click on the shutter button, however, and your photo will 
be taken instantly. If you don’t hold down Option and the three-
second timer starts counting, you can cancel your photo by 
pressing the Escape key before the shutter snaps.
 Even better, these keyboard shortcuts work in tandem with 
Command-T, the shortcut for taking a photo. That is, Command-
Option-T takes a picture without the countdown; Command-
Shift-T takes your photo and disables the screen flash; and Com-
mand-Shift-Option-T takes your photo instantly and sans flash.

Photo Booth power user features
Dec 20, 2011 by Lex Friedman, Macworld.com   

Regardless of the condition of your OS installation, if your system’s 
hardware is not working properly then you will undoubtedly see 
undesired behavior that can stem from slowdowns and hangs to 
full system crashes and data corruption.
 Because of the importance of having working hardware, Apple in-
cludes a hardware test routine on all of its new Mac systems, some 
of which are on the boot drive of your Mac, an others that are on the 
included OS X installation DVDs that came with older systems.
 If you experience problems with your system crashing, hanging, 
or overheating with no change in the fan speed, random changes 
in fan speeds, or peripheral components not working, then one step 
that can help determine the problem is to run a hardware test.
 The hardware tests are built for a specific system, so if you have 
a restore disc that contains tests for a Mac Pro, you will not be 
able to use this on a Mac Mini or iMac system. Additionally, tests 

How to invoke and interpret the
Apple hardware tests
January 4, 2012 by Topher Kessler, cNet Reviews

for a newer model iMac may not work properly on an older iMac 
system, with the same restriction also applying for other Mac models.

Running the hardware tests
 To run the hardware tests on your system, if your system came 
with a gray restore disc then insert it into the DVD slot and then 
start up or reboot your system, otherwise just skip this step. Then 
hold the D key down on the keyboard immediately after hearing 
the boot chimes, ensuring it is done before the gray startup screen 
appears. If your system did not ship with a restore DVD then the 
test software may need to be downloaded from the Internet, in 
which case the system will prompt you to join a network.
 Apple includes the hardware tests on the hard drives of all 
modern Macs, but if you have formatted your drive then you 
will not have the tests on it anymore. In these situations you will 

continued on page 4
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The TarMac Vaporware Gazette is named in honor of past 
president Jerry Rowe. Since 1984 TarMac has thrived with just 
three by-laws. 1. If you show up you are a member. 2. If you speak 
up you are an officer. 3. If you standup you are the president. 

need an active Internet connection to run the tests, but in some 
instances, router security routines may prevent a Wi-Fi connec-
tion from working when the system is in the diagnostics mode, 
so having an Ethernet cable to establish a hardware connection 
is a good option to have.

continued from page 3hardware tests In the case of a sensor error (4SNS), to determine what type of 
sensor is being referenced, check its first letter, which should 
either be “I” for current, “T” for temperature, or “V” for voltage. 
Then check the second letter against the following list to see 
what component it refers to:

A: Ambient air sensor
B: Battery
C: Central processors (CPU)
D: DC (direct current)
e: PCI-express slot
F: FireWire port
G: Graphics processor (GPU)
H: Hard disk
h: Heat pipe (heat sink)
L: LCD display
M: Memory or memory riser boards
m: Misc. (i.e., battery chargers)
N: North bridge (motherboard controller)
O: Optical drives
P: Power bus
p: Power supply
s: Palm rests for laptops
W: Airport Wi-Fi card
 In the example mentioned above, a sensor called “TL0P-130” is 
not working properly, which is an LCD temperature sensor in a 
portable system.

What to do
 When it comes to addressing the error code situation, 
unfortunately many times there’s not much that you can do. In 
most cases if a hardware component is not working then you 
will need to get it replaced; however, there are some instances 
where you can try another step or two before having your 
system serviced.
 If you get an error that deals with an Ethernet controller, the 
main logic board, a logic board controller, processors, or sensors, 
then try rebooting the system and resetting the system PRAM 
(hold down Control, Option, P & R keys at startup) to see if the 
problem clears. If you are getting a problem with the fan speeds 
or any sensors then you can also try resetting the system man-
agement controller, but in addition to these resets do check the 
fans for physical obstructions (dust and dirt) or for mechanical 
issues.
 If you see a memory or AirPort card error code, then your best 
bet would be to first try resetting them in their connections on 
the motherboard, but ultimately replace them if you cannot get 
the errors to go away on subsequent tests. If you are unable to 
perform these tasks yourself, then you should be able to have it 
done at an Apple Store.

website: 
homepage.mac.com/tidewatermug
 
e-mail: 
tidewatermug@mac.com

Meetings: 2nd & 3rd Thursday each 
month except Dec. (1st meeting only). 
6-8:30 pm.
Pop’s Diner
1432 Greenbrier Pkwy, Chesapeake, VA

 When the tests load you will see a little symbol of a computer and 
a memory chip on the screen, with a progress bar under it. After the 
tests load you will be asked to choose the language to use for the 
hardware tests, followed by the main testing window appearing on 
the display. In this window you will see three tabs: one with informa-
tion about the tests, another to run the tests, and a third to display a 
system report or hardware profile.
 To run the tests, select the “Hardware Tests” section and click the 
big “Test” button in the box to the right of the window. The tests will 
check your CPU, GPU, memory, firmware, and other components, but 
if you wish to run an extensive memory test then you can do this as 
well by checking the check box under the Test button. Doing this will 
have the system meticulously test each section of RAM, but in doing 
so will increase the testing time from about 5 to 10 minutes to 30 to 
60 minutes or longer, depending on the amount of RAM you have 
installed on your system and the speed of the RAM.
 When the tests are run, you may hear the system’s fans spin up at 
high speeds, but this is a normal occurrence for the system to when 
the hardware is being used without an operating system loaded.

The error codes
If the tests determine there is an error with your system, they 
will display an error code similar to the following:
4SNS/1/1/4000000 TL0P-130
The codes may be a bit cryptic, but you can contact Apple Sup-
port to see what they mean. As a general reference, here are 
some of the breakdowns for what the error codes mean, so if 
you see an error that begins with one of these codes, then it 
means the specified component listed at the end of the code is 
not working properly:

 
Apple’s hardware test 
window will look like 
this. Click the big “Test” 
button to run all the 
hardware test routines
(Credit: Apple)

4ETH: Ethernet controller
4IRP: Main Logic board
4MLB: Logic board controller
4PRC: Processor
4HDD: Hard disk

4MHD: External disk
4YDC: Video card
4SNS: System sensor
4MOT: Fan motor
4MEM: Memory module

4AIR: AirPort wireless card


